We examine an extension to the theory of Gaussian wave packet dynamics on a potential surface by means of a sequence of time dependent displacement and squeezing transformations. Exact expressions for the quantum dynamics are found, and relationships are explored between the squeezed system, Gaussian wave packet dynamics, the time dependent harmonic oscillator, and wave packet dynamics in a Gauss-Hermite basis. Expressions are given for the matrix elements of the potential in some simple cases. 03.65.Ca, 31.70.Hq, 31.15.Qg, 82.40.Js 
I. INTRODUCTION
Wave packet dynamics has exposed interesting new phenomena in several fields. In femto-chemistry [1, 2] we are now able to time-resolve chemical processes and also observe effects such as the breakup and revival of wave packets [3] . In atom optics wave packets are used to model matter waves [4] and electron wave packets are seen in the dynamics of Rydberg atoms [5] . The numerical modelling of wave packet dynamics has been achieved by a number of methods [6, 2] , but one of the earliest approaches was by Heller [7] who simply used the Ansatz of a time dependent Gaussian wave packet. This Gaussian approach is, usually, an approximation and can be quite wrong, for example at turning points. Several improvements were made: the method of generalised Gaussian wave packets [8] used complex classical trajectories for Gaussian wave packets, and the hybrid method [9] used an expansion in terms of a grid of Gaussian wave packets.
The approach taken here is in the spirit of the Heller's Gaussian wave packets, but we seek to derive corrections to the method in order to obtain the full quantum wave packet dynamics. The aim will be to move to a basis which matches the Gaussian wave packet, and which removes all quadratic operator dependence from the Hamiltonian. The result is a system Hamiltonian with factors depending only on anharmonic contributions from the potential. The method, which is in principle exact, is similar to a time-dependent perturbation theory in a time dependent basis. Indeed, it can be developed as a perturbation theory in the higher order derivatives of the system potential about the classical motion.
The idea of a time dependent basis, resulting in 'extended' Gaussian wave packet dynamics, was put forward by Coalson and Karplus [10] , who wrote down an expansion of the wave packet in a Gauss-Hermite basis. Parameters for the basis were treated in a variational method by Kay [11] and the phase space picture was explored by Møller and Henriksen [12] . The use of a Gauss-Hermite basis has recently been expanded by Billing [13] [14] [15] to examine non-adiabatic transitions and corrections to classical path equations. In these papers a complete basis set of states, based on the Heller Gaussian wave packet, is used for an expansion of the system wave function. The approach used here is similar in principle, but the focus is on the system Hamiltonian which is transformed by displacement and squeezing in a way that removes all operator dependence which is quadratic or less. The result is an evolution equation which depends on a time dependent 'residual potential' which is based on the original potential with harmonic terms removed. By using the displacement nd squeezing transformations we can find matrix elements of the residual potential that determine the dynamics of the system.
In section II of this paper we set up the problem and perform a basis shift according to the classical dynamics. Section III examines Gaussian wave packet dynamics in this displaced basis, and in the original basis by two different approaches. The relationship between the two approaches is established. In section IV we establish the squeezing transformation necessary to map the time evolution of a Gaussian wave packet from its initial state. By using the same transformation for another change of basis we can find the equations for corrections to Gaussian wave packet dynamics. These equations are expressed in a Fock basis in section V, where we also compare our results to the GaussHermite basis. Some examples of useful matrix elements for potentials are given in section VI, and in section VII the results are applied to an example of an exponential potential.
II. DISPLACED BASIS

A. Scaling of the problem
The problem we wish to describe is the one dimensional problem of a wave packet in a potential described by the Hamiltonian
The position and momentum co-ordinates have been denoted by x and p to distinguish them from scaled quantities that will shortly be introduced. The initial wave packet will be taken to be a Gaussian one. This is not essential, but it will simplify the treatment that will follow. The key feature is that a length scale, characteristic of the initial wave packet defines the width of the harmonic oscillator basis that we will use. For a Gaussian initial wave packet
which has a width σ 0 and is located at x 0 with momentum p 0 .
We will now adopt a scaling of the problem such that we use the operatorŝ
which have the commutator [x,p] = i. The Schrödinger equation then reduces to
where we use scaled time and energy,
The frequency ω 0 is determined by the width of the initial wave packet. It is the frequency of the harmonic oscillator for which the wave function (2) is a ground state wave function,
In terms of the scaled quantities the initial wave function is now
when we use the appropriately scaled x 0 and p 0 .
B. Local expansion of the potential
The motion of a Gaussian wave packet in a harmonic potential is exactly solvable, even when the potential is time dependent, and we will use this to define the local basis for the wave packet. That is, the potential function U (x) will be expanded to second order about the the position of the wave packet. The dynamics of a Gaussian wave packet in this harmonic potential will be determined, and these dynamics will be used to define the basis for the full (non-Gaussian) wave packet dynamics.
The wave packet (8) is located at the position x 0 , which will in general be time dependent; we then take its location to be given by x 0 (t). If we expand the potential about this point we obtain,
where the spatial derivatives are indicated with the primes. The terms in the expansion are not explicitly time dependent; they vary only with time through the position x 0 (t). The potential function U R (x, x 0 ) is the residual potential found after making the harmonic expansion. That is, it contains the higher order, cubic and above, terms in the expansion. The residual potential will play a central role in the non-Gaussian dynamics of the wave packet, and Eq. (9) serves as its definition.
C. Displacement of the basis
In the following, we will make two basis changes in order to match the Gaussian part of the wave packet dynamics. The first basis transformation will be a displacement to remove the linear term in x from the potential in Eq. (9) . The necessary displacement is simply x 0 (t) in space and a momentum p 0 (t), such that the wave function is shifted to the origin. The new wave function will be
i.e. Ψ(
with
The potential U (x) in the Schrödinger equation (4) will become transformed as D −1 (β(t))U (x)D(β(t)) = U (x 0 +x) and we will then use the expansion in Eq. (9) .
The requirement to remove the linearx term (and linearp term) from the potential means that after inserting Eq. (10) in the Schrödinger equation (4) we obtain the conditions:
which are, of course, the classical equations of motion. With these conditions the linear term inx is lost and the Schrödinger equation now reads
The non-operator parts of Eq. (15) are easily removed with a time dependent phase factor
where for the second form we have used Eq. (14) . Then if we define the displaced wave function with a phase shift as
we obtain the Schrödinger equation
Basis displacement has been of interest in the study of quantum state diffusion (QSD) [16] where the non-linear dynamics create wave packet localisation. By using a displaced basis a reduction in computational effort is gained. However, in quantum state diffusion there is no strong motive for going to the next step of squeezing the basis because QSD localised wave packets all have the same size. In ordinary Schrödinger wave packet dynamics wave packets can change their widths enormously making basis squeezing desirable.
III. GAUSSIAN WAVE PACKET DYNAMICS
A. Heller's approach
For completeness we include here an outline of standard Gaussian wave packet dynamics. Heller started with the Ansatz [7] (19) in the original basis [here we use the scaled basis of Eq. (3)]. The normalisation is included in the time dependent complex parameter γ(t), and Heller introduced the parameter α(t) which characterises (the reciprocal of) the width of the Gaussian wave packet. The position x 0 and momentum p 0 of the wave packet obey the classical equations of motion, exactly as in Eqs. (13) and (14). By substituting the Gaussian wave packet into the Schrödinger equation (4) with the truncated potential
we can show that
where E is the classical energy
. Thus the dynamics of an approximate Gaussian wave packet are completely defined by solving the differential equations (13), (14), and (21) . The result is approximate because Eq. (20) is an approximation to Eq. (9).
B. Gaussian wave packets in the displaced basis
In order to establish some notation, and motivate the squeezing transformation in section IV, this section gives an overview of Gaussian wave packet dynamics as found in the displaced basis of Eq. (10) . Thus starting with Eq. (18), we again neglect the residual potential U R to obtain
where k(t) = U (x 0 (t)) is a time dependent spring constant. This Schrödinger problem does have a known time dependent 'ground' state solution (see, for example, Ref. [17] ), which is not a stationary state, because of the time dependence in k(t). The 'ground' state solution can be formulated in terms of local classical trajectories. Using some of the notation of Ref. [17] we define a quantity (t), through the equation
which would make follow the classical trajectory of a point close to the centre of the wave packet. For we have the following, complex, initial conditions
so that we have a time independent Wronskian with the value
Then the ground state wave function takes the form [17] 
as may be verified by substitution into Eq. (22) . We note that the time dependent width of this wave packet is 1/ √ [2Im( / )] which is found to be | |/ √ 2 on using the Wronskian (25) . The ground state wave function (26) is identical to the Heller Gaussian wave packet if we transform it back to the original basis using the inverse of Eq. (17) . That is,
If we perform the displacement of the wave packet we obtain Eq. (19) with the identifications:
where g n is a complex term arising from the normalisation of Eq. (26), i.e.
Thus we see that the Heller Gaussian wave packet corresponds to the evolution of the 'ground' state of the time dependent harmonic oscillator (22) .
IV. TIME DEPENDENT SQUEEZED BASIS
In order to go beyond the Gaussian wave packet approximation we need to take into account the non-Gaussian behaviour introduced by the residual potential U R . This could, of course, be achieved in any reasonable basis, but in order to take advantage of the power of Gaussian wave packet dynamics, which is often such a good approximation to the time evolution, it makes sense to use a time dependent basis which matches the Gaussian wave packet. To find this basis it is not enough to use the displaced basis of section II C; we must also squeeze the basis to match the (time dependent) width of the Gaussian wave packet as well as its location. Thus, in the same way that we use a displacement operator to remove the linear dependence of the Hamiltonian onx in section II C, we will here use a squeezing transformation to remove all quadratic (x andp) terms from the Hamiltonian, thereby leaving the naked dependence on the residual potential U R . This will ensure that in the special case where the residual potential is zero, U R = 0, the transformed wave function is stationary. In this case the displacement and squeezing transformations will map an initial Gaussian wave packet onto Heller's moving Gaussian wave packet (19) . To remove the quadratic operator dependence we denote the squeezing transformation asÛ s and define a wave function ψ sdp in the squeezed and displaced basis as
Writing Eq. (18) as
we may substitute for ψ dp from Eq. (30) to obtain
The term H s contains all the quadratic operator dependence and can be removed if the operatorÛ s obeys
To determineÛ s we will start in the basis of the displaced harmonic oscillator, using the annihilation and creation operatorsâ
so that the Hamiltonian of Eq. (22) [H s in Eq. (31)] becomes
After some consideration we express the unitary operatorÛ s in the form
whereŜ(ξ) is the usual squeezing operator [18] 
Then using the standard expressions for the action of the squeeze operator [18] , and the phase shifting properties of e −iNθ , the operatorÛ s will transform the annihilation and creation operators aŝ
where
Explicit expressions for r, φ, and θ, will be found by substitution in Eq. (33). However, to determineÛ −1 s ∂Ûs ∂t in Eq. (33) from the Ansatz (37) we need to differentiate the exponential operatorŜ with respect to the time dependence of its parameters. This is accomplished by first disentangling the operator, i.e. by using the relation [19] 
and then differentiating. It is then necessary to pull the non-exponential factors containingâ andâ † to one side, and re-entangle the squeeze operator before a comparison can be made between both sides of Eq. (33). Some details of this calculation are presented in Appendix A. The final results for the squeezing, and phase, parameters are
A few additional relations between r, φ, and θ can be found in Appendix A. In this way Eq. (33) is solved and we are left with the residual potential U R (x 0 +x, x 0 ) in Eq. (32). Because U R (x 0 +x, x 0 ) depends on the operatorx it will be transformed under the squeezing transformation (37). Simply by using Eq. (34) with Eq. (39) we find that
Then we obtain from Eq. (32) the "Schrödinger equation"
which is one of our key results. It describes the evolution of a wave function entirely in terms of a "potential" with higher than quadratic behaviour, i.e. in terms of the residual potential U R . We note that neglect of U R in Eq. (46) returns us to Gaussian wave packet dynamics. In this case ψ sdp is stationary and we thus find from Eq. (30) that
This expresses the Heller Gaussian wave packet in terms of a sequence of displacement and squeezing transformations, and would allow us, for example, to propagate a non-Gaussian wave packet in the same way as the Heller Gaussian wave packet is propagated in time.
V. FOCK STATE IMPLEMENTATION
Our result so far, Eq. (46), describes corrections to Gaussian wave packet dynamics, but is hard to implement because of the appearance of the operatorp throughout the transformed U R . However, it is amenable to treatment in a Fock basis. If we return to the operatorsâ andâ † in Eq. (34) we can writê
so that the Eq. (46) becomes
If we now solve Eq. (49) in a Fock basis we obtain the non-Gaussian wave packet dynamics, i.e. the extended Gaussian wave packet, in the basis defined by the motion of the Gaussian part of the wave packet. To do this we expand the wave function in the Fock basis (of states labelled |n ), defined by the Gaussian wave packet ground state
Then the equation of motion becomes
The equations which have now to be solved depend on the form of U R and its matrix elements. In section VI we will look at some specific functional forms for the residual potential in order to determine explicit expressions for Eq. (51) when matrix elements are taken. To determine the spatial wave function in the original (scaled) basis and in terms of the coefficients a n we need to express Eq. (50) in the original spatial basis by using the transformation (30). That is, using also Eq. (37),
We then utilize the spatial distribution of squeezed displaced Fock states [20] and after some calculation obtain
The values of x 0 (t), p 0 (t), (t), (t) and a n (t) can be used to determine the spatial wave function. This result for Ψ can be compared to the Ansatz employed in the Gauss-Hermite basis used by Billing [14] . The motivation for the basis used by Billing is, as in this paper, the Gaussian wave packet dynamics. However, Billing's basis is the simplest kind of basis related to the Heller Gaussian wave packet (19) for n = 0. As a result the expansion used by Billing differs from Eq. (53) by phase factors. The nth term in Eq. (53) has an additional phase of (| |/ ) n when compared to Billing's Ansatz [14] (see also Appendix B). The n dependence of this phase factor means that quadratic operator dependence is still present in the equations for the amplitudes of the nth Fock state in Ref. [14] . For this reason the Billing approach is not governed by a residual potential, but by a lower order potential. However, Billing achieves optimisation by means of a variational principle which adjusts the wave packet trajectory; a process we do not consider here. Note that while Eq. (51) requires the evaluation of matrix elements of the residual potential, similar matrix elements for the full potential are required in Ref. [14] . Again, some analytical approaches to these matrix elements are given in section VI.
Finally, we expect to perform a numerical integration of the various equations to determine the wave packet dynamics of our particular system. The equations which have to be numerically integrated are: (i) the classical equations of motion Eqs. (13), (14), (ii) the equation (23), which may be split into two complex first order differential equations, or four real first order equations, and (iii) the amplitudes of the corrections in Eqs. (51). For a basis size of N states, including the lowest energy state, this amounts to 6 + 2N real, first order, linear equations.
VI. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE RESIDUAL POTENTIAL
A. Exponential terms in UR
We consider a term in U R of the form
where β U is a constant characterising the potential. This term might arise from consideration of a Morse potential and in that case there would be two exponential terms like this one. Then, following Eq. (49), we will need to evaluate
We start by disentangling the operators in the exponential,
We can then proceed several ways. For example, writing the exponentials as a power series and usinĝ
we obtain
with a similar expression for n| exp(−β U â † / √ 2). Putting both of these expressions together we obtain the finite sums
and
B. Power terms in UR
where q is an integer. Terms like this could arise in any Taylor series expansion of a potential. Again, following Eq. (49), we will need to evaluate
One way to proceed is to recognise that the exponential operator in Eq. (55) can be written as
so that the coefficient of (−β U ) q /q! in Eq. (59) will lead to the matrix element (63). Thus, after expanding the exponential in Eq. (59), and writing in terms of its modulus and phase as = | |e iθ we find
where for non-zero matrix elements we must have q even if ∆ = n − m is even, or q odd if ∆ = n − m is odd. We must also have q ≥ 0. Note that these coefficients have a very simple dependence on | | and θ . This means that if the matrix elements are calculated on a computer, the (finite) sums do not need to be completely re-evaluated as changes in time.
We can write down a few examples for small q, which can also be determined by explicitly expanding Eq. (63). For reference, some results are shown in Table I for the non-zero matrix elements when (n=0, 1, 2, 3...)
C. Using a Taylor series for the potential
We can now use the results of section VI B to determine the transformed residual potential when we expand the potential as a Taylor series about the classical position of the wave packet,
with U (k) (x) as the kth derivative of the potential. Then the residual potential is simply given by
and the transformed residual potential, as in Eq. (51), is
The matrix elements of the last part of Eq. (68), needed in Eq. (51), can be determined by using the result found in Eq. (65),
For example, the Lennard-Jones potential
may be expanded as
leading to
VII. APPLICATION TO AN EXPONENTIAL POTENTIAL: NaI
In this section we will apply the techniques developed in the previous sections to an example with a potential energy that varies exponentially with distance. Such a problem could arise in atom optics where mirrors made from evanescent waves [21] , or a periodic magnetisation [22] , have an exponential dependence on distance from the mirror. However, the example we will consider here arises in a diatomic molecule where the energy of the molecule depends on the inter-nuclear separation (denoted by R here).
Wave packet dynamics in the NaI molecule have been much described [23] [24] [25] , both theoretically and experimentally. Figure 1 shows the essential elements of the system. We consider two potential energy curves: one ionic and one covalent. The unexcited system is ionic, but at large separations of the two atoms there is an attractive Coulomb force which results in the level crossing near to 7Å separation. For this system we may use the potentials of Refs. [26] and [27] as, for example, used in Refs. [24, 25] with
for the covalent surface and
for the ionic surface. The centrifugal term in the dynamics is neglected. The values for the constants in Eqs. (73) and (74) are taken from [25] (see Table II ). In experiments on NaI (see Refs. [23] ) the ground state wave packet on the ionic surface is subjected to an ultra short laser pulse which places a wave packet on the covalent surface as indicated for t = 0 on Fig. 1 . On the covalent surface the wave packet is not in an equilibrium position, and so it it starts to move towards the crossing point. At the crossing the wave packet divides into two pieces, and the subsequent oscillations of the wave packet in the upper adiabatic surface have been much discussed [23] [24] [25] .
Here we will suppose the laser pulse is sufficiently short that its amplitude can be considered to be a delta function. In that case the wave packet on the covalent surface at t = 0 is proportional to the ground state wave function [24, 2] , and we take it here to be a Gaussian with a width of 0.056Å. This narrow packet spreads quite rapidly, making this system of interest to an extended Gaussian wave packet method. We concern ourselves initially with the wave packet motion, prior to the crossing point, on the exponential potential (73).
With the potential given by Eq. (73) the residual potential [Eq. (9)] is (we will now use x, rather than R, for the co-ordinate to maintain the notation of sections I-V)
Then when we move to the squeezed basis, x becomes transformed as x → x 0 +x, withx =Û −1 sxÛs as in Eq. (48). When we form the matrix elements, as in Eq. (51), we obtain
Then the exponential term in Eq. (76) may be evaluated by using Eq. (59), and the two power terms may be evaluated with the q = 1, 2 results from Table I , i.e.
With these matrix elements for the residual potential, the equations to be numerically integrated are: Eqs. (13), (14), and (23).
The results for the NaI molecule may be seen in Fig. 1 as the two wave packets on the right of the figure. The full, extended wave packet is furthest to the right, and the simple Gaussian wave packet approximation, Eq. (19) , is seen just slightly to the left. The wave packets have been derived from the amplitudes a n by simply combining the a n with the spatial representation of the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions, as in Eq. (53), and then squaring the result.
The same two wave packets are shown on a larger scale in Fig. 2 . The extended Gaussian wave packet (XGWP) is on the right, and as well as being displaced from the Gaussian wave packet it does not have a Gaussian shape because its base is skewed slightly to right. These results have been tested against a standard numerical integration of the Schrödinger equation using a split step fast Fourier transform method (see, for example, Ref. [2] for a description of the method). The number of basis states used for the extended Gaussian wave packet in Fig. 2 was just six. However, for this example it is found that just four basis states are sufficient for a reasonable approximation to the wave packet.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have seen a description of wave packet dynamics in terms of a time dependent Gaussian basis. Explicit expressions have been found for the displacement and squeezing parameters that describe the basis, and the displacement and squeezing transformations have been used to determine analytic expressions for matrix elements of simple forms of potentials. By expanding a potential as a Taylor series about the classical trajectory it is possible to use the analytic expressions for the matrix elements (in a truncated expansion) for almost any reasonable potential [as in Eq. (69)].
The method is good for wave packet evolution where the packet remains close to a Gaussian one, and the method is especially appropriate if there are large changes in scale during the motion. An example of this, involving rapid spreading, was given for a dissociative case in NaI. However, only 1D results have been presented, and the method may not be so good for collision processes where the development of large asymmetries in the wave packet can result in large excitation of the squeezed basis.
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Now if we let y = cosh r z = e iφ sinh r , 
with the solution
Then comparing Eq. (A8) with Eq. (A7), and inspecting the coefficient ofN we find, after some algebra, that
It then follows that Wave packet evolution in NaI after a time of 0.1 ps. The wave packet on the left (GWP) is from the Gaussian wave packet approximation, Eq. (19) . The wave packet on the right (XGWP) is the extended Gaussian wave packet from Eqs. (13), (14) , (23), and Eqs. (51) with six basis states.
